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ABSTRACT 
 
Different views, so far, have been presented about the miracle agent.  Some people regard God as the miracle 
agent and many have accepted the miracles attribution to prophets and the righteous. Qadi Abdul-Jabbar 
Mu'tazilite considers God to be the miracle agent and accepts prophets’ permit to have the 
agency. Swinburne shares the same viewpoint. Although both thinkers have similar opinions in this regard, 
since Abdul-Jabbar’s viewpoint is associated with several reasons, his view is more evidentiary than that of 
Swinburne. Accordingly, it can be claimed that Muslims’ theological tradition, especially in issues related to 
miracles, is equivalent to and even deeper and more accurate than contemporary Christian theology. 
KEY WORDS: Islam; Christianity; prophecy; miracles; the miracle agent; Qadi Abdul-Jabbar; Swinburne. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Whether miracles are made by prophets or God is the superintendent agent of miracles is considered as 

one of the traditional issues of theology. Actually, the angels have been also introduced as the superintendent agent 
of miracles by some thinkers (Sobhani, 1997, c. 3, p. 173)1. Some thinkers, on the other hand, believe in separation 
and have attributed various miracles to different agents (Allameh Helli, 1999, p. 475; Ghazali, 2003, p. 250). 

Some other thinkers have considered miracle an act of God in one aspect and an act of the prophet in 
some other aspects (Saidi Mehr, 2006, Volume 2, p. 43). Among Muslims, theologians are known for regarding 
miracle as an act of God and philosophers, for regarding miracle as an act of the prophet. Among famous 
theologians, Ibn Hazm, Taftazani, and Igea among Ash'arites, (Ghadrdan Qramaleky, 2002, p. 88) Shaykh Tusi, 
Allama Majlisi and Abusalah Halabi among Shia (Ghadrdan Qramaleky, 2002, p. 90 and 89) and some Mu'tazili 
theologians regard miracle as a direct act of God’s. Great philosophers like Farabi, (Ghadrdan Qramaleky, 2002, 
p. 100 and 101), Ibn Sina (Ibn Sina, 2006, p. 141 and 142) and Mulla Sadra (Mulla Sadra, 1981, p. 341) regard 
it as an act of the Prophet resulting from his self-perfection in intuitive, imaginative and rational power. This 
difference in views on the miracle agent- not with this range- has been also discussed by western theologians. 
For example, Aquinas considers a miracle as a direct act of God (Aquinas, p.692). The main motivations of 
those who take miracles as the direct act of God include: loyalty to monotheism in god actions and protecting 
signification of miracle (Ghadrdan Qramaleky, 2002, pp. 90-92). Some verses of the Quran also give an 
indication of this claim (21: 61; 2: 50). Those who attribute the miracle agency to prophets, on the other hand, 
take God's agency in performing supernatural things inconsistent with philosophical principles such as cause 
and effect congruity, Al-wahid rule (Ghadrdan Qramaleky, 2002, pp. 90-92) and some verses of the Quran (35: 
78, 3: 49). It seems that the relative legitimacy of both groups in their arguments and approximate accordance of 
both views to the Holy Qur'an verses, have led to the development of middle theories like God’s agency in some 
miracles and the prophets' agency in some other ones or attribution of miracles to God in some aspects and to 
prophets in some other aspects. In this short article, we intend to study and compare the viewpoints of Qadi 
Abdul-Jabbar and Richard Swinburne on the miracle agent to show which one of the above-mentioned 
viewpoints their views fit. 
 
Abdul-Jabbar and God’s direct agency in miracles 
  At first glance, the books by Abdul-Jabbar, especially the book entitled “Almoqni Fi Abvab Al-Tohid 
va Al-Adl” / المغنی فی ابواب التوحید و العدل   / suggests that he believes in the direct agency of God's in miracles. This 
viewpoint has been explicitly and implicitly expressed repeatedly by Abdul-Jabbar. He has allocated a chapter 
entitled “Fi Bayan Fima yajib  Al-yakon Al-mojez Men Ghablehe Taali” / بیان فیما یجب ان یکون المعجز من قبلھفی    
 (Abdul-Jabbar, 1970, Volume 15, p. 200)  ( viz: showing that it is necessary for miracle to be from god)/ تعالی

and has brought some reasons to prove this viewpoint. The discussions on the implications of the miracle 
constantly suggest miracle performance by God and the sentence "If the miracles are performed by God.... 
"(Abdul-Jabbar, 1970, Volume 15, p. 165) has been repeatedly presented. On the other hand, he has discussed 
miracle as a non-human action; therefore, he considers it a reason for proving God’s existence (Abdul-Jabbar, 
1970, Volume15,p.170). In addition, defining the miracles, he mentions two main conditions for miracle, to be 
supernatural and brought about by God (Abdul-Jabbar, 1970, Volume 15, p. 171) 
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The reasons for God’s direct agency in miracle occurrence 
Abdul-Jabbar has mentioned three reasons to prove the direct agency of God in miracle. The fact is that 

the first reason is more important than the other ones which are secondary or partially based on the first 
reason. A miracle which is not done by God is considered non-evidentiary by Qadi. In fact, such a miracle has 
lost its epistemic value and in other words, it is not a miracle at all, and the title will not be applied to it. From 
Qadi's perspective, a miracle occurs in a contractual framework between God and prophets; it means that if a 
miracle is not an act from God, there will be no implication. In other words, the miracle occurrence by a prophet 
means that "the prophet approves himself. If such work is not evidentiary, then it must be a miracle from 
God. "(Abdul-Jabbar, 1970, Volume 15, p. 200) 

Abdul-Jabbar exemplify the lack of implication: "If Zayd says to Amr that he is sent from God and 
then asks Khalid for a reason which can indicate what he claims is true, it is what done by Khalid, not the 
messenger or the others. " (Abdul-Jabbar, 1970,Volume 15, p. 201). With this example, Abdul-Jabbar not only 
negates the issue of sending miracles by human and the Prophet, but he also considers it exclusive to God. When 
the Prophet regards him to be sent from God, he asks God for approval and no act except the act of God cannot 
suggest the verification. 

The second reason of Abdul-Jabbar is that if a miracle is not an act of God, it cannot be attributed to a 
specific agent. Miracle is a supernatural act, if God is not doing it then who is? If it is the other humans, the miracle 
will lose its actual meaning and it is not supernatural anymore, but it will turn into regularity, because all people 
have the power to do it. If we claim that the Prophet is the agent, on the other hand, what ascendancy and 
superiority has caused him to do this strange thing? The Prophet is a person just like other human beings and with a 
power similar to them and miracles cannot be attributed to him (Abdul-Jabbar, 1970, Volume 15, p. 200-201). 

Abdul-Jabbar’s third reason which overlaps the first one can be formulated this way:  
normal issues cannot imply that the prophet is true. If a human being can do anything, that thing, although rare, 
will be considered commonplace. Then, what is done by the Prophet is normal and cannot imply that he is 
true (Abdul-Jabbar, 1970,Volume 15, p. 200-201). 

Among these three reasons, the first reason not only negates the miracle to be done by the Prophet, but 
God. It also considers it unique to god. However, the second and third reasons reject the human agency in 
miracles, but do not assert that it’s unique to God. It was based on the acceptance of the lack of a third agent 
other than God or man or referring that agent to God- such as the angels who are sent from God. The other 
difference in these reasons is that the first reasons considers the Prophet’s agency as a direct cause of negation 
of the miracles denotation, but the third reason considers the Prophet’s agency the cause of deterioration of 
describing miracle as extraordinary, and consequently the absence of the miracles denotation. The second 
reason, on the other hand, has worked in a way other than denotation and has proposed the issue of absence of 
agent in case the God is not direct agent. 

Surprisingly, although Abdul-Jabbar has explicitly regarded God as the miracle agent through these 
reasons, in some other cases, he has also accepted that miracles are done by the prophets!  This seems a paradox 
in his viewpoint that most be solved. 
 
Abdul-Jabbar and acceptance of the issuance of miracles by the Prophets 

If we set aside of the titles Abdul-Jabbar’s chapter and focus on the text of the discussions, we will see 
that in some cases, he attributes miracles to the prophets. In his book Sharh Al-osoul Al-khamseh,(describing 
five principle) Abdul-Jabbar says: "If it is only we and our wisdom, we can accept that miracles are performed 
by the Prophet Muhammad and that the fact that miracles should be sent from God, is not considered a condition 
of a miracle." (Abdul-Jabbar, 1965, p. 569). 

In other cases, he says that "a miracle should be actually or virtually sent from God" (Abdul-Jabbar, 
1970, Volume 15, p. 199) or that "[one of the conditions of a miracle] is that it should be from God or virtually 
considered from God "(Abdul-Jabbar, 1965, p. 569). Terms such as “virtually”/   ً -indicates that Abdul / تقدیرا
Jabbar has considered it probable for non-God’s to be the  direct agent of miracle and has accepted that God has 
only the role of final longitudinal agent(al-‘illat al- tuliiah) in a miracle. 
 
Reasons for the Prophet’s agency in miracles  

Abdul-Jabbar’s reason for the attribution of miracles to the Prophet, is formed according to 
categorization of miracles into two main geniuses; one is the miracles whose genus2 is are not under the control 
of human power, like the enlivening the dead and converting a rod into a snake and the other miracles are those 
which are applicable by human power, like moving mountains which is regarding movement feature and is 
under human power (Abdul-Jabbar, 1970, Volume 15, p. 204; 1965, p. 569). When something is within human 
power, it means that human being is able to do that. When in some cases we are powerful enough to do 
something, but we cannot do that is due to our lack of knowledge. If God wants, he can give the knowledge of 
that work to human and thereby humans will be able to do it (Abdul-Jabbar, 1965, p. 569). Obviously, Abdul-
Jabbar has not proved miracle occurrence by the Prophet here, but he has accepted its possibility.  
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He says: the Quran can also be considered in these category and we can claim that God has given great 
knowledge to the prophet by which he is able to bring the Quran (Abdul-Jabbar, 1965, p. 569). 

Abdul-Jabbar’s another reason for the issuance of miracles by the prophets is also quoted  
(Ghadrdan Qramaleky, 2002, pp. 105-112). This reason is based on the Aristotelian essentialism. From 
Mu'tazilite perspective, only body which is essence is the act of God and accident is not an act of God (Ashari, 
1980, volume 1, p. 250). A miracle is a accident in many cases, then, it cannot be an act of God (Ghadrdan 
Qramaleky, 2002, pp. 105-112).  

The author of "Miracle in the realm of reason and religion” has also considered this reason as acceptable 
by Abdul-Jabbar and the reason why Abdul-Jabbar has regarded miracles as the direct act of God or the Prophet in 
several cases is his belief in the miracles being accident and consequently, their attribution to the Prophet 
(Ghadrdan Qramaleky, 2002, p. 112). But the fact is that the view of Qadi Abdul-Jabbar is exactly at the opposite. 
In fact, this part of his word, explaining that "Qadi Abdul-Jabbar regards most miracles, and not all of them, as 
accident" (Ghadrdan Qramaleky, 2002, p. 112) is true. Qadi says explicitly: “Most miracles are the accidents in 
substances” / ة فی االجساماکثر معجزاتھم ھی اعراض حال / (Abdul-Jabbar, 1970,Volume 9, p. 23). However, the other part of 
the word, i.e. Abdul-Jabbar’s attribution of non-issuance of a accident to God is incorrect; because Abdul-Jabbar is 
one of the Mu'tazilites who believe accidents also are in realm of God's power. Abdul-Jabbar even in his book 
entitled “Almoqani Fi Abvab Al-Tohid va Al-Adl” has allocated a chapter entitled “Fi Ennaho Taali Yaseho An 
Yafal Al-eraz Fi Almhal”/ حال فی انھ  َ تعالی، یصح ان یفعل االعراض فی الم  / (viz.it is possible that god create accidents in 
steads.) (Abdul-Jabbar, 1970, Volume 9, p. 87) to prove that accidents are the act of God. It is very wonderful that 
One of Abdul-Jabbar reasons for claiming that believing in God’s non agency in accident is wrong is that if we 
believe so, most miracles cannot be considered the act of God and thereby, miracles’ denotation of the prophets’ 
prophecy will be counteracted (Abdul-Jabbar, 1970, Volume 9, p. 23 and 93). 

It should be actually mentioned that Abdul-Jabbar also accepts humans’ agency in accident. Although 
as mentioned, he regards lots of accidents as well as miracles as an act of God. Consequently, only the first 
reason can be regarded as Abdul-Jabbar’s intended reason to accept the Prophets’ agency in miracles which only 
makes it possible not necessary. 
 
Consistency of the theory of Abdul-Jabbar in miracle agency 

The most important problem about the Qadi Abdul-Jabbar’s belief in the prophets’ agency in 
performing miracles is its inconsistency with miracle implication. As mentioned earlier, Abdul-Jabbar explicitly 
claims that if the miracle agent is someone but God, another miracle cannot be the evidence and it will not be 
related to the prophecy claim. It seems that Abdul-Jabbar's main viewpoint, which is God’s agency, has been 
also considered in the agency attributed to the prophets. 

In other words, although a prophet can be superintendent agent of miracles, but his power and ability to 
do miracles is given to him by God. It can be negligently claimed that a prophet at this point is just means, just 
like when we strike a match and attribute inflaming and burning to the matches, the real agent are we who have 
caused the matches to be lightened up. In fact, what we see of a miracle and consider it the act of the prophet is 
not a miracle! For example, if we suppose that a prophet has uttered a magic word to force a tree to move, what 
we regard as a miracle and as evidence to prove the prophet’s claim true is movement of the tree. But the fact is 
that what proves the prophet’s claim true is his ability to do so (Abdul-Jabbar, 1970, volume 15, p. 211). This 
ability is not available to everyone. The true act of God which proves a prophet’s claim true is to give him this 
ability and teach him this magic word, spell or prayer, and means which others are deprived of (Abdul-Jabbar, 
1970, Volume 15, p. 211). Thus, although a miracle is not a direct act of God, it is in the same order (Abdul-
Jabbar, 1970, Volume 15, p. 211; 1965. P. 569). It also establishes miracle implication in the form of agreement 
and the consistency of Abdul-Jabbar’s theory will be reserved in this section. 

Finally, Abdul-Jabbar’s viewpoint on miracles to is closer to two ones of the four theoretical 
viewpoints which we mentioned at the beginning of the discussion. We said that a number of theologians have 
chosen a middle theory on the miracle agency. Abdul-Jabbar also falls into this category.   

As we discussed, he on the one hand, considers miracle an act of God and on the other hand he knows 
it an act of the prophet. Another theory suggesting that some miracles are performed by God and some other are 
performed by the prophet can be also attributed to Abdul-Jabbar; thereby, we can say that he has considered 
God to be the agent of the miracles beyond the power of humans and he has considered the prophet to be the 
agent of the miracles which are within the power of humans. Actually, it should be kept in mind that such 
miracles are also considered the act of God in some aspects the form of the previous theory. Therefore, 
following classification now applies to the miracles: 
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miracles  ـــــــــ    It’s  genus is not in people's power: the agent is God  
                                                                           
          
 It’s genus is not in people's power: the agent is the prophet in one aspect and God in another aspect 
 
Miracle agent from the viewpoint of Swinburne  

Swinburne expressly considers God to be the miracle agent. Even some of his words support the view 
that he has only accepted the agency of God and not any other agents in the miracles (Swinburne, 2008, p.25). 
But the fact is that, although Swinburne attributes miracles; especially great miracles to God and considers them 
the direct act of God, he believes that the saints and angels can also be the agents of miracles. The interpretation 
of "God's permission" in the sentence "I call an event in which the law of nature is violated a miracle if it is an 
act of God or has occurred by God’s permission» (Swinburne, 2008, p.85) suggests the point. Swinburne 
mentions that has accepted that the agency of miracles is unique to God due to its adherence to Hume definition 
of miracle, as the adversary axioms for the discussion, argument, and also because most philosophical 
discussions on miracle are raised from its Hume definition and from his viewpoint, humans may be also miracle 
agent (Swinburne, 1970, p.62). 
 
How and why a miracle is attributed to God 

Before starting to discuss about how God is the agent in a miracle, Swinburne in response to the 
problem which he calls Nowell-Smith objection, presents a basis for miracle agency discussion. He has called 
the debate "The Explanation in terms of the Purpose or Intention" (Swinburne, 1970, p.54) «while anything can 
be a cause in the scientific sense of anything else, if events of the first kind are regularly followed by events of 
the second ,there are other limits described above on what can be a purpose or intention in bringing about some 
effect» (Swinburne, 1970, p.55). Thereby, in a case when there is no scientific explanation, a proper and 
efficient explanation can be presented based on intention (Swinburne, 1970, p.55).  

Now, Swinburne argues that in everyday life, when we say that a certain person has done act A, this 
attribution is because we have seen his body performing act A. however, such an assumption is not valid about 
miracles; because when we say that God is the agent of this miracle, the attribution cannot be justified with body 
criteria, because God has no body (Swinburne, 1970, p.57).Here, Swinburne makes an interesting likening and 
analogy to illustrate the point. He says: «suppose that E occurs in ways and circumstances otherwise strongly 
analogous to those in which occur events brought about intentionally by human agent, and that other violation 
occur in such circumstances. We would then be justified in claiming that E and other such violations are, like 
effects of human actions, brought about by agents, but agent unlike men in not being material objects. This 
inference would be justified because, if an analogy between effect is strong enough, we are always justified in 
postulating slight difference in causes to account for slight difference in effects. . . so if because of very strong 
similarity between the ways and circumstances of the occurrence of E and other violation of law of nature to the 
ways and circumstances in which effects are produced by human agent, we postulate a similar cause – a rational 
agent – the fact that there are certain disanalogies (viz. we cannot point to the agent say where his body is)does 
mean that our explanation is wrong. It only means that the agent is unlike human in not having a body. But this 
move is only justified if the similarities are otherwise strong » (Swinburne, 1970, p.57-58). 

If we consider Swinburne’s reasoning a hypothetical syllogism, he has so far discussed the implication 
between the antecedent and the consequent. That is, he has argued that if the conditions to violate a law of 
nature are similar to the conditions for the deliberate human actions to occur, then, an agent similar to human 
agent causes the violation of the nature. 

In the next step, Swinburne tries to demonstrate the antecedent, and show that the conditions to violate a 
law of nature are similar to the conditions for the deliberate human actions to occur. He explains this similarity as 
follows: «E occurs in answer to a request (a prayer) addressed to a named individual (e.g. a prayer addressed O 
Apollo or O Allah). Other such requests are also sometimes granted by the occurrence of violations of law of 
nature but otherwise violations are far less frequent. The making of a request of this kind is often followed by a 
voice not being the voice of an embodied agent, giving reasons for granting or refusing the request. These reasons 
together whit the kinds of events produced show a common pattern of character. thus request for the relief of 
suffering might generally be successful, where as requests for the punishment of enemies might not be…all of this 
would , I urge suggest a god whit a certain character tampering whit the world » (Swinburne, 1970, p.58). 

According to Swinburne, the similarity between this behavioral pattern and human behavioral pattern is 
great enough to persuade us that it is an agent similar to the human agent is performing miracles. But, the fact is 
that there's no reason that this agent is not an invisible creature but God, or even an intelligent physical creature 
that, for example, has the ability to remotely move things and violates the law of nature without using its body. 
As mentioned earlier, these possibilities, unlike the mentioned explanation, might have caused Swinburne to 
consider the angels and humans the agents of miracles; specifically because Swinburne presents no reason for a 
miracle to be exclusively an act of God. 
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It should be noted that defining miracle, Swinburne said: the violation of law of nature is a miracle when 
it’s done by God and this indicates his belief that the law of nature might have been violated in some cases, but 
they have not been the act of God and therefore they are not considered a miracle. What is important is that 
although presenting the behavioral pattern of the miracle agent is largely similar to that in Abdul-Jabbar’s theory 
and Swinburne, like Abdul-Jabbar, is trying to rationalize and remove improbability of miracle event. However, if 
we eliminated God’s agency from Abdul-Jabbar’s theory, one of its fundamental factors would have been removed 
and the theory would get inefficient and it can be a reason for limitation of miracle agency to God.  

While, there is no such obligation in Swinburne’s statement in which a miracle does not happen by 
changing the agent. However, it should be noted that Abdul-Jabbar has assumed the existence of God in 
the miracle implication, but Swinburne has not considered such presupposition here. 
 
Summing up 

As we saw, the two thinkers’ views on the specifying of the miracle agent are very close together. They 
both explicitly emphasize that God is the only agent of miracles, and this is important enough for them to be 
considered in miracle definition. They both also accept non-God’s agency in miracle! However, Abdul-Jabbar 
brings some reasons for the exclusivity of miracle agency to God most of which is suggests the lack of miracle 
implication in case God's not the agent. Although Swinburne has mentioned this as the presupposition and he 
also accepts the agency of the prophet and the angels in numerous other cases; but, he finally attributes the 
agency to God. However, presenting the plan of similarity between the act of human and the act of God, and the 
theory of intention-based explanation, Swinburne mentions the plausibility of God’s agency in miracles. Abdul-
Jabbar also finally accepts the rational possibility of the prophets' agency in miracles, but he does not bring a 
reason to prove it. According to his theory, some miracles which are within our power can be attributed to 
prophets, though God is considered the actual agent of these miracles. The differentiation point between Abdul-
Jabbar and Swinburne in this discussion is the rejection of the miracle issuance from saints by Abdul-Jabbar and 
acceptance of miracle occurrence by the saints by Swinburne. Another important point is the role of the miracle 
agent in miracle denotation discussion by both thinkers especially Abdul-Jabbar; so that if the miracle agent is 
not God, the miracle would not have denotation.  

In general, Abdul-Jabbar’s viewpoint on this topic seems to be superior to Swinburne’s view in terms 
of justification. In other word however Abdul-Jabbar and Swinburne have identical view in explanation realm, 
and Bothe of them adhered the direct agency of god and indirect agency of prophet in miracle agency but in 
justification realm, Abdul-Jabbar has tried to justify his own theory presenting various reasons, while Swinburne 
has only explained how he has attributed the miracles to God. 
 
Notes 
1-He considers managers of Heavens/ ً / and Holy Spirit /مدبرات امرا  descended on Mary to be one of / روح االمین 
the Quranic evidences for this opinion. 
2- Obviously, the genus is not a logical genus. 
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